FREE Spanish - English Bilingual Language Program

NOW OFFERING TWO LEVELS:
1) Beginning Spanish
2) Intermediate/Advanced Spanish

Sept 11, 2012 - Dec 12, 2012

When: Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7:00 - 9:00 PM
Where: Vermont Avenue Elementary School
1435 W 27th St (at Vermont Ave) Los Angeles, CA

- Learn Spanish conversation skills through daily one-on-one interaction with native speakers of Spanish - who are learning English!
- Learn practical grammar and pronunciation for “real life communication”
- Learn more about your neighbors and how to get involved in your local community!

For more info and/or to enroll in the Fall 2011 program, please contact Adriana Castaneda at (323) 434-7821 or castadri89@gmail.com